Schedule 2015

12/9 SATURDAY

Competition Features Competition Shorts Reflections Libido Forum 4 Frame extended Croatian Film Special Programme

CENTRAL CINEMA

21:30
OPENING CEREMONY
Jorge Forero
VIOLENCIA / VIOLENCE

OUTDOOR SCREENING

Bea de Visser
BLOWUP [BUBBLES]
The Netherlands, 2006, One Channel Installation, 23" loop
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th/en/programme-2015/new-media/bea-de-visser-blowup-bubbls-2/)

13/9 SUNDAY

Competition Features Competition Shorts Reflections Libido Forum 4 Frame extended Croatian Film Special Programme

KARAMAN CINEMA

16:45
Christian Braad Thomsen
FASSBINDER – TO LOVE WITHOUT DEMANDS
dern-2/)

18:45
Bruno Pavić
VLOG

20:45
Stina Werenfels
DORA OR THE SEXUAL NEUROSES OF OUR PARENTS
Switzerland, Germany, 2015, 90'
ZLATNA VRATA CINEMATHEQUE

10:00
Valentina Lisak / Danijel Brlas
ANATOMY OF FILM CRITICISM
Workshop (http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/workshops/)

17:00
Jorge Forero
VIOLENCIA / VIOLENCE

19:00
COMPETITION SHORTS 1
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/competition-shorts/)

21:00
ZIFF 2015 AFRICAN CINEMA PROGRAM
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/film-programme/ziff-programme/)

OUTDOOR SCREENING

Vincent Ducarne
LA PASSAGE DE LA LIGNE / LINE CROSSING

14/9 MONDAY

Competition Features Competition Shorts Reflections Libido Forum 4 Frame extended Croatian Film Special Programme

KARAMAN CINEMA

10:00
PRESS SCREENINGS

16:45
Kim Quy Bui
NGUOI TRUYEN GIONG / THE INSEMINATOR

18:45
Ivan Perić
SIRENE I KRIKOVI / MERMAIDS AND SCREAMS
Croatia, 2015, 80’ (http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme-
20:45
Ingo Haeb
DAS ZIMMERMÄDCHEN LYNN / THE CHAMBERMAID LYNN

ZLATNA VRATA CINEMATHEQUE

10:00
E(d)U KINO

12:00
PRESS CONFERENCE

17:00
José Manuel Pinillo
LA PROMESA DIGITAL / THE DIGITAL PROMISE

19:00
COMPETITION SHORTS 2
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/competition-shorts/)

21:00
Leonardo Cinieri Lomboso
SOUTHEAST ASIAN CINEMA: WHEN THE ROOSTER CROWS

M. MARULIĆ CITY LIBRARY

10:00
Valentina Lisak / Danijel Brlas
ANATOMY OF FILM CRITICISM
Workshop (http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/workshops/)

18:00
Joško Jerončić, Davor Šarić
LIGHT ON FILM
Lectures & Presentations
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/lectures-presentations/)

ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM

11:00
THE STEFANO SHIPWRECK
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/the-stefano-shipwreck/)
OUTDOOR SCREENING

Jon Jost
BOWMAN LAKE

15/9 TUESDAY

Competition Features Competition Shorts Reflections Libido Forum 4 Frame extended Croatian Film Special Programme

KARAMAN CINEMA

10:00
PRESS SCREENINGS

18:45
Noel Marshall
ROAR
USA, 1981/2014, 102'
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/film-programme/roar/)

20:45
Damir Cucic
RAKIJASKI DNEVNIK / THE SPIRITS DIARY

22:45
Jan Soldat
HAFTANLAGE 4614 / PRISON SYSTEM 4614

ZLATNA VRATA CINEMATHEQUE

10:00
E(d)U KINO

12:00
HAPPY HOUR

17:00
Bea de Visser
HKU PROGRAMME
University of the Arts Utrecht, 90'
19:00

**COMPETITION SHORTS**

[Link to Competition Shorts](http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/competition-shorts/)

---

21:00

**Hicham Lasri**

**AL BAHR MIN OUARAIKOUM / THE SEA IS BEHIND**

Morocco, 88’ [Link to Film](http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme-2015/forum4-en/hicham-lasri-al-bahr-min-ouaraikoum-2/)

---

**M. MARULIĆ CITY LIBRARY**

---

10:00

**Valentina Lisak / Danijel Brlas**

**ANATOMY OF FILM CRITICISM**

Workshop [Link to Workshop](http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/workshops/)

---

18:00

**Prof. Franjo Sokolić, Ph.D.**

**WHAT IS LIGHT?**

Lectures & Presentations [Link to Lectures & Presentations](http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/lectures-presentations/)

---

**ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM**

---

11:00

**THE STEFANO SHIPWRECK**

[Link to Film](http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/the-stefano-shipwreck/)

---

**16/9 WEDNESDAY**

Competition Features Competition Shorts Reflections Libido Forum 4 Frame extended Croatian Film Special Programme
18:45  Ivan Livaković
SVINJARI / SWINEHERDS

20:45  Mahmoud Kamel
OUT OF ORDER

22:45  Lina Mannheimer
LA CÉRÉMONIE / THE CEREMONY

ZLATNA VRATA CINEMATHEQUE

10:00  E(d)U KINO

12:00  PRESS CONFERENCE

17:00  Khalik Allah
FIELD NIGGAS

19:00  COMPETITION SHORTS 4
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/competition-shorts/)

21:00  HPG
FILS DE / WHAT'S YOUR JOB DADDY?

M. MARULIĆ CITY LIBRARY

10:00  Valentina Lisak / Danijel Brias
ANATOMY OF FILM CRITICISM
Workshop (http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/workshops/)

18:00

Boris Štromar
LIGHT POLLUTION – HOW WE LOST THE NATURAL NIGHT
Lectures & Presentations
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/lectures-presentations/)

17/9 THURSDAY

Competition Features Competition Shorts Reflections Libido Forum 4 Frame extended Croatian Film Special Programme

KARAMAN CINEMA

16:45

Charliebebs Gohetia
GUOK SA HAPAK SA BALUD / CHASING WAVES

18:45

Muayad Alayan
LOVE, THEFT AND OTHER ENTANGLEMENTS

20:45

Urszula Antoniak
NUDE AREA
The Netherlands, Poland, 2014, 78' (http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme-2015/features/urszula-antoniak-nude-area-2/)

ZLATNA VRATA CINEMATHEQUE

10:00

E(d)U KINO

17:00

Croatian Film Shorts Programme
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/croatian-film/croatian-film-shorts/)

19:00

COMPETITION SHORTS 5
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/competition-shorts/)
21:00
Thomas Wirthensohn
HOMME LESS
Austria, USA, 2014, 81’
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme-2015/forum4-en/thomas-wirthensohn-homme-less/)

M. MARULIĆ CITY LIBRARY

18:00
Prof. Ivica Aviani, Ph.D.
IRIDESCENCE – SPECTACLE OF COLOURS IN NATURE
Lectures & Presentations
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-programme/lectures-presentations/)

18/9 FRIDAY

Competition Features Competition Shorts Reflections Libido Forum 4 Frame extended Croatian Film Special Programme

KARAMAN CINEMA

18:45
Branko Schmidt
IMENA VIŠNJE / UNGIVEN
Croatia, 2014, 83’

20:45
Juan Daniel F. Molero
VIDEOPHILIA (AND OTHER VIRAL SYNDROMES)
Peru, 2015, 103’

22:45
Jan Soldat
DER UNFERTIGE / THE INCOMPLETE
Germany, 2013, 48’

ZLATNA VRATA CINEMATHEQUE

10:00
E(d)U KINO
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/special-
17:00

Cem Kaya
REMAKE, REMIX, RIP-OFF

19:00

COMPETITION SHORTS 6
(http://splitfilmfestival.hr/20th//20th//en/programme/competition-shorts/)

21:00

Jon Jost
BLUE STRAIT

19/9 SATURDAY

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

22:00

CLOSING CEREMONY